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Wong Ting Gee’s book about
witchcraft in China is very interesting. His
book helps us to understand that in the past
there were a lot of tricks being played on the
public. History mentions many immortals,
and in his book Wong Ting Gee does not deny
that many of them had a very high level of
skill in Qigong. Although some were genuine,
there were some others who were frauds.
His book teaches us that we need to open
our eyes to look at things clearly, otherwise
we would have to treat David Copperfield as
a high level Qigong master.

One story Wong
describes happened
in Hawaii.
There were
some people
trying to
develop some
ancient Hawaiian
witchcraft. One
man claimed to be
a wizard and he
would use a stick in
his witchcraft. He
would insert his stick
into the sand and then
cast a spell on it. To do
this he had to
concentrate all his energy
on the stick and he also
needed the power of the
sea, which was why he
practised on the beach.
Sometimes he would sit for a
whole day concentrating his energy on
the stick and at the same time the sea would
give him a lot of energy.

All the people knew about this kind
of training and no one liked to come near the
wizard. Even after the wizard had gone, no
one dared to come and take the stick out of
the sand.

One young man did not believe in
witchcraft and the tales the people told about
it. While the wizard was not there he went
and pulled the stick out of the ground and
broke it. However, the wizard returned and
saw what the young man had done.
He said to the young man, “You will die in
seven days.”

The young man went back home and
told his family what had happened. Everyone
was afraid of the wizard’s spell. Some even
said they knew people who had died when
they caused a problem with the wizards. The
young man grew more and more afraid.

The young man’s parents asked many
people if they could help solve the problem,
but no one could help. However, another
wizard said that the young man should go as
far away as possible and not stay in Hawaii.
The young man listened, bought a ticket and

flew to Austria. But at the end of
the seventh day he died in a bus
accident.

Stories like this are
quite frightening aren’t they?
The young man had already
suffered from the wizard’s
curse, and his family and
friends were also giving him
their curse by making him
more and more afraid. He
himself created all this
negative energy sothat by
the end of the seventh
day he was quite
vulnerable. Perhaps
the wizard did have
some power to affect
the young man, but
if he had remained
calm, did not treat

it too seriously, and built
up his own positive energy, then he

might have just become ill but would have
recovered quite quickly. Maybe even nothing
would have happened to him.

It is important to remain calm, clear
your mind, develop the proper energy and
train in a natural way. Then other things will
not easily affect you. We practise Qigong and
the most important thing is to be healthy and
keep your centre and not lose your ‘balance’.
External things are not important, you cannot
take them with you when you die.

However, if the young man had not
broken the stick nothing would have
happened. So do the right thing.

™
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In the early hours of the 12 th of
February 1998, Bao Nai-Jian was taken ill
and died suddenly.Known to many simply
as Bao, he brought relief to those suffering
from all manner of injuries and illnesses
through his skill as a practitioner of
Traditional ChineseMedicine. He was also
widely reputed as a taiji teacher.

Bao was born in the Chinese city
of Tianjin, on February 26th 1936. His
father, an enthusiastic practitioner of
martial arts and Traditional Chinese
Medicine, introduced his son to both
skills. At school, Bao showed early
promise of his future brilliance in
gymnastics, and at age 16 he became
the youngest member of the Chinese
National Gymnastic Team. He went
on to become the all-round
gymnastics champion of China for 8
year. He was the first Chinese
gymnast ever to take the gold medal
in an international competition, and
was named the first ever “Master of
Sport”, the highest honour given to a
sports person in China.

In 1962, Bao became a
Chinese NationalGymnastics Coach,
going on to train many medal-
winning gymnasts in his own country,
and later in countries around the
world, including Indonesia, Iraq and
Iceland. He also doubled as team
physician on many occasions.

On January 1st 1964 Bao
married Men Xiao Min, who was also
a memberof theNational Gymnastics
Team and together they continued
their career as coaches in international
gymnastics. At the time of the
Cultural Revolution, like many other

‘international’ Chinese, they were sent to
the countryside for ‘re-education’.

In 1986, Bao obtained one of the
first private passports ever issued in China
and brought his family – now including
daughter Bao Jie and son Bao Feng- to
England. For the next 6 years, Bao and
Men taught gymnastics at Port Regis
School near Shaftesbury in Dorset which,
during their time there, became on of the
best schools in Britain for gymnastics,
producing exceptional competition results
and a national gold medallist. In 1991, the
Queen visited the school to open the new

gymnasium, the interior of which was
designed by Bao.

During his time at Port Regis
School, Bao was persuaded to teach taiji.
He also used his extensive knowledge of
physiology and Traditional Chinese
Medicine in the treatment of sports
injuries. Word of his skill spread and soon
he was spending as much time treating
patients as he was teaching gymnastics.

In 1987 Bao and Men set up the
Lung Fei Taiji Club, which introduced
hundreds of people to the unique art if
taiji. Five years later, Bao moved to

Shaftesbury to open a full time clinic,
where he practisedtraditional Chinese
treatments, including acupuncture
and therapeuticmassage. Shortly after
this, he returned to China to gain the
highest qualifications available in
acupuncture and related healing
techniques. He treated hundreds of
patients, from all walks of life, many
of whom travelled from distant parts
of the country. Countless letters of
gratitude testify to his success and
outstanding skill.

Bao was loved and respected
by his friends all over the world.
Gymnasts, coaches, and martial arts
masters from China and other
countries made a point of coming to
his home in Shaftesbury to visit this
champion of champions. He will be
sorely missed by many, and his
memory will remain with those who
count themselves fortunate to have
known him.

byPatrick Harries
Qi Magazine would like to offer its

condolances to all of Bao Nai-Jian’s
family, students and friends.

Tribute to Bao Nai-Jian

™

If there is anything you want to discuss, if there is anything you want to share with
others, any news or any announcements you would like to make, send them to us:
Qi Magazine, PO Box 116, Manchester M20 3YN.
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Demonstrating New
& Old.
Chinese new year saw the
traditional celebrations
taking place in Leicester
Square in London. Over
one thousand people there
braved the Winter weather to watch the lion
dances and demonstrations.
Chi Man Tang of the Tse Qigong Centre gave
a fine demonstration of Wild Goose Qigong.
He should be congratualted as this was the
first time he had demonstrated in public, and
in front of such a large audience.
He does however asure us that the shivering

he did before he went on
was due to the cold
weather.
More recently, Michael
Tse was invited by the
well known Thai Boxing
teacher Master Sken to
give a demonstration at
the British Thai Boxing

Championship on behalf of the Children’s
Heart Foundation.
Michael performed Wild Goose Qigong and
Chen Style Taijiqun. This was very well
recieved by the audience and gave them a
relaxing interlude between the tension of the
Thai Boxing fights.
The demonstrations actually took place in
the boxing ring errected for the
championship fights. Presumably the fighters
who were next in the ring benefited from
the positive Qi that was created.
Michael will also be giving a lecture and
workshop at the annual Conference of
Cancer Self Help Groups. This organisation
is dedicated to offering help and support to
all those who are suffering from Cancer.
This year the conference will be held at

Owen’s Park, University of Manchester,
Fallowfield, Manchester, from the xxxxth to
the xxxth of xxxx. If you would like more
information please call organisers direct on:
01xxxxxxxxxxxxx.

Remember Last Time?
In last issue of Qi Magazine we had an
excerpt from a Hard Qigong training dairy.
If you were wondering who the person was,
it was Helen Howes from Norwich.
Also in the Dayan Gong 2nd 64 the text
referred to an acupuncture point ‘Jing Jing’,
this should have read Jian Jing point.
Apoligies for any confusion.

So Happy!
Dear Michael

Can you print this inyour letters
page?I would like to saya big thank you to
all those at ShizhenTCM UKLtd who’s
herbal tea ended nearly30 yearsofunhappi-
ness caused byeczema. I cannot express my
gratitude.

Thanks also toQi Magazine,which is
where I saw Shizhen advertised.

J. F

Dear J,
I’m glad to hear your good news

and we are all happy to be of help.

M.T.

Wing Chun Calling
Dear Michael,

I recentlybought ‘WingChun’by
Grandmaster Ip Chun and yourself, and I
would love to knowmore aboutWing Chun.

I havealways been fascinated by
martial arts and decided to join aWado Ryu
Karate club near to where I live. I have only
had six lessons and, sadly,myviewof martial
arts is not a good one as in the first lesson, I
was put into a class of25 students who were
manylessons ahead ofme. I feel that I have
caught up bywatchingother students,but I
still donot feel the confidence that I thought I
might have. Idon’t reallyfeel as if I can talk
to myteacher as he never makes anyone feel
at ease, and after reading myWing Chun
book Iunderstand that the relationship
betweenteacher andpupil isveryimportant.

I would dearlylove to studyWing
Chun and learn howto control my‘inner
energy’ and also for self-defence. I live in
Sheffield and cannot find anyWing Chun
schools or teachers. I have a car and would
readilydrive to the nearest place where I may
learnWingChun. I enjoymyKarate but
would love to develop mymind instead of
usingforce in everylesson.

L. H.

Dear L,
Thank you for your letter. I am

glad that you like the Wing Chun book
and that it has helped you in some way.

You are quite right, the relationship
between teacher and student is very
important. However this does take a while
to build up. What is important at the start
is that you feel comfortable in the class

and that you like what you are doing and
how the class is run. Six lessons should be
enough time for you to know whether the
class suites you or not. Different teachers
teach in different ways and different
teachers suit different students.

M.T.

Seeking Chinese
Martial Arts
Dear Sifu Tse,

First of all, mayI just saywhat an
excellent magazineyou andyour team
produces. I found it full ofinformation, and
literallycouldnot put it down.

I don’t studyanyChinese martial arts
at the moment, but I train in Shotokan
Karate, andhave recentlystarted Shorinji
Kemp (for the grapplingtechniques). There
are no Chinese style teachers in my area
that I know of but I have promised
myself that one day I will learn Kung Fu.

From what I have read, andthe little
I have seen, I would like to learn both the
internal (TaijiquanandQigong) and external
Kung Fu. I think Wing Chun Kuen is the
style for me. From what I have read it
seems to combine both internal and
external principles. I particularly like the
concept of Chi Sau, probably because I
don’t like getting hit all that much!

I know you cannot learn froma book
alone, I need a good Sifu to teach me, but I
would like a copyof your book. It would at
leastgiveme someinformation onWing Chun
principles and the first formSiu LimTao. I
could practise this at home until I find a good
teacher, I just hope I don’t pick up too many
bad habits bythen.

D. D.

A Recommendation
Dear QiMagazine,

A friendwho Imet while attending a
Qigong class run byDr. Hwang, at Sale
Leisure Centre, has just introduced me to
your magazine. Iwould like to share with you
and your readers the admirationand gratitude
that I have for the teachings ofDr. Hwang.

I discoveredthe healingbenefits of
Qigongafter developinga viralcondition that
could, accordingto Western Medicine, only
be controlled with the use of steroids. After a
shortperiod of instruction Iwas able to cease
taking medicationand three years later I am
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stillhealthywith nosymptoms ofillness. I
now take myseventy-one year old mother to
the same class and she has also found an
improvement inher severearthritic condition.

Shouldanyone, likeJ.Y (January/
Februaryissue), be searching for a good
Qigong teacher I canrecommend this
particular class.

P. N.

Sharing Good News
Dear Michael,

I am a 68-year-old ladywho has
suffered fromME for over twentyyears now.
Recentlymyolder sister gave meyour tape.

I suffer with manycomplex symp-
toms and illnesses.A few of themare total
exhaustion, disorientation,sleeping disorders
and irritable bowlsyndrome, water in face

and eyes and others too numerous to
mention.This M.Eseemed tocoincide with
meweaningmyselfoffprescribedValium
after a hysterectomy. I now think this
originated fromproblems causedbyafall as
a child when I injuredmyhip and broke a leg
and wore acalliper for a while.This could
have causedan imbalance.

However, since I have been occa-
sionallylisteningto your tape anddoing the
facial exercisesyou recommendI was
relieved to be told, when I attended an
opticians for eye tests, that the cataracts had
cleared. I feel you should know this, as it is
somethingpositive to share. Iwas wondering
if there was anyother advice thatwould help
me. Myimmune systemhas packedup and
everything doesnot seemto function
properly. I just needsome lightexercise and
relaxation,nothingtoo demanding.
M.J.

Holding the Dantien.
i. Stand naturallywith your feet as wide as your

shoulders. Keep your back straight, relax
your shoulders and neck, keeping your head
in an upright natural position. Fig i.

ii. Men should place their left hand on the
Dantien and their right hand over their left
hand. Women should place their right hand
on the Dantien and their left hand over their
right hand. Relax your whole body. Fig ii.

iii. Slowly bend your knees and breathe out
through your nose, but keep your back
straight. Fig iii.

iv. Slowly straighten your legs and breathe in
through your nose.

Up and Down with the Dantien
Stand as in i. in the first exercise.
i. Separate your hands so the palms face

upward and the fingertips point towards each
other. The hands should be level with the
Dantien. Fig i.

ii. Slowly raise your hands from the Dantien to
the chest, as high as the Qihu points on the
upper chest, do not lift up your shoulders,
just open your chest. As you lift up breathe
in. Fig ii.

iii. Turn your palms down so the Hegu points on
the hands face the Qihu points and lower
your hands back down to the Dantien while
breathing out and bending your knees. Fig iii
& Fig iv.

Opening and Closing the Dantien
i. Stand naturally with your hands facing the

Dantien (as if you were holding a small ball).
Fig i.

ii. Turnyourpalmsout (thumbspointingdown)
and push your hands forwards and out.
Meanwhile breathe in. Fig ii.

iii. Turn your palms in and bring yourhands back
in towards the Dantien (as if you were
squeezing the Qi into the Dantien); bend
your legs and breathe out. Fig iii.

Dantien Gong (From Balancing Gong)

Dear M.
I am glad to hear that the exercises

have helped your eyes to recover. To help
your M.E you need to do some Qigong to
build up your energy. When people suffer
from M.E their energy drops to a very low
level and this is why they feel tired much
of the time.

I recommend you do the exercises
described below. These exercises are part
of a set called Balancing Gong. I have
actually covered these exercises in some
detail in my book “Qigong for Health and
Vitality”, pages 60 to 81.

Try doing these exercises very
gently. At first just do one or two a few
times until you feel stronger, then do more.
Afterwards do a little meditation. I am
sure you will start to feel much better.

M.T.

i i i ii i

Holding the Dantien.

Up and Down with the Dantien

i i i iii iv

Opening and Closing the Dantien

i ii ii i
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Taiji sets out to train the body to move
in ways that are completely alien to
Western convention. It is not just that

when one part of the body moves the whole
body moves with it. It is perhaps even a
mistake to consider movements in terms of
the individuated body.

Western analysis tends towards
segmentation and division. We tend to view
movements quite mechanically. Newtonian
physics is still the foundation on which we
base our understanding. Typically, movement
is explained in terms of effort, resistance,
levers and starting points.

Such an analysis has allowed the West
to understand and refine particular kinds of
movement, such as those in traditional
Olympic sports - running, throwing, etc. It
is a powerful tool and it has allowed the West
to quickly come to terms with the principles
of ‘hard’ martial arts like Karate.

Such hard arts can effectively be
analysed in terms of simple mechanics. You
have a starting point for the movement and a
final point of contact/impact. The main
concerns are the speed of the movement and
the most efficient means of delivering the
maximum power. This kind of analysis is
particular. It isolates an individual movement

(occasionally it might examine
the way that movements
interrelate but usually only
in terms of how one
separate, individual movement pro-
vides a good basis from which to
launch the next separate, individual
movement). With this form of
analysis the target might as well be, and often
is, a static piece of wood. Interest in, and
understanding of, the target is often defined
in terms of the ability to break it. There is
nothing wrong with such forms of analysis
in so far as it goes.

Many students’ push hands could be
enormously improved by a rigorous
mechanical analysis of the application of
strikes, locks and throws. A basic
understanding of the structure of the
skeleton, tendons and musculature is
essential for any serious martial artist.
However, if you want to develop your taiji
to higher levels you will also need to develop
other concepts of movement than those that
seek to break it down into discreet units with
easily identifiable beginnings and ends.

These concepts define movement
less in relation to a point of leverage or a
starting point than as an entry into an existing

flow. Taiji is not
concerned just with the
most efficient way of
delivering the maximum
force in the form of an
impact. The most
important part of Taiji’s
martial strategy is the
way that you merge with
the other person’s
movement. In this sense
Taiji has more in
common with surfing or
hang-gliding than a sport
like boxing.

In surfing the
surfer is not the source
of the movement, the
surfer has to enter into a
relationship with an
existing wave. How, why,
and where the wave
started moving is

irrelevant to the surfer. Its source could be
five miles out to sea, ten miles out to sea, or
the moon. It really does not matter. The
key point is how to get taken up in the
movement of the wave and this depends on
observation and sensitivity. You have to feel
the energy, speed, force and direction of the
movement. Of course, Taiji does a little more
than simply ‘surf ’ the opponents movements;
but the little more that it does would not be
possible without sensitivity to the energy,
speed, force and direction of movement.

The way that a flow sustains itself is
by moving in a circle. Within the cycle of
the circle there are points at which the circle
can logically extend itself into a spiral or an
ellipse. There are sections of the ellipse that
can behave and look like a line but the
difference is that an ellipse returns without
stopping, while the line has an end point and
can be over-extended or broken (which is
what happens if you make your arm into a
line). The key to all of this is understanding
where the limits of the circle are, and that is
achieved through practice.

To raise the level of your taiji involves
understanding the ever more subtle
differentiations between yin and yang and
how to merge with the flow as they change
from one to the other. In push hands you
have to learn how to merge with the flow of
an opponent with the practice of the form
leading to even greater sensitivity: sensitivity
to the yin and yang movements of the form,
sensitivity to the yin and yang movements of
body and breath. Finally, with enormous
patience, perhaps your movements can
merge with the yin and yang flow of the
universe at which point perhaps it is not you
that is moving at all

by Glenn Gossling

Taiji and Concepts of Movement
It is extremely rare to see someone moving with complete

co-ordination, focus and relaxation. Very few people move in
this way but more importantly such movements are so
unobtrusive that they easily escape the attention of the eye.
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This method is connected with the
houtian (postnatal) bagua, since the
houtian bagua is more connected with

the compass and the wuxing (5 elements).
If you have a solid understanding of

the houtian bagua and the wuxing, you can
instantly get an overview of the feng shui of
a place and how it relates to a person. In 8
Houses, people are divided into two kinds:
East For Life and West For Life.

East For Life
East For Life people prefer the

elements wood, fire and water. There are four
gua that have these elements: Sun, Chen, Li
and Kan, which occupy the directions SE, E,
N and S. These directions lean towards the
east, hence the name East For Life.

West For Life
West For Life people prefer the

elements metal and earth. There are four gua
that have these elements: Qian, Tui, Ken and
Kun, which occupy the directions W, NW,
SW and NE. These directions lean towards
the west, hence the name West For Life.

Once you know which group you
belong to, you can see which directions are

best for you. For example if you are a West
For Life person, and your house faces NE,
then this is good. If however you are an East
For Life person, and your house faces West,
then this is potentially a problem. But don’t
worry too much, since there are other factors
involved, and you can always do something
to rectify any problem.

To find out whether you are East For
Life or West For Life, you have to find out
the gua of the year that you were born in and
see if this gua belongs to one of those favoured
by the East For Life group or the West For
Life group.

Finding the gua of a year is done by
taking the last two digits of the year, dividing
by 9, and taking the remainder. Now for
males, you then take this number and
subtract it from 10. For ladies, you add 5.
Then you take this number and look up the
gua using the Lou shu.

Each position on the Lou shu
corresponds to a gua using the houtian
arrangement (Pre Natal Bagua).
For example 1967 becomes:
67 / 9 = Remainder 4
For a man = 10 - 4 = 6 = Qian

This means he is West For Life
For a lady = 5 + 4 = 9 = Li
This means she is East For Life

What has all this got to do with the
Millennium bug? The problem is that the
calculation only works for dates in the 20th

century. We can adust the formula so that it
works for all years. As before, divide by 9
and take the remainder, but this time use the
whole year(not just the last two digits). Now
for males, subtract from 11, and for ladies
add 4. If the result is over 9, then divide by 9
again and take the remainder.
For example 1967 becomes
1967 / 9 = Remainder 5
For a man = 11 - 5 = 6 = Qian
This means he is West For Life
For a lady = 4 + 5 = 9 = Li
This measn she is East For Life

This is all well and good, but trying
to divide a 4 digit number by 9 in your head
is a bit beyond most of us. Fortunately there
is a bit of mathematical magic you can use.
Simply add all of the digits together, and keep
adding them together until you get a single
digit. Then use this number to subtract from
11 (for men), or add 4 (for women).
For example 1967
1+9+6+7 = 23 = 2+3 = 5 (remainder)

For a man = 11 - 5 = 6 = Qian
For a lady = 4 + 5 = 9 = Li
And the year 2008 becomes
2 + 0 + 0 + 8 = 10 = 1 + 0 = 1
For a man = 11 - 1 = 10 = 1 + 0 = 1 = Ken
For a lady = 4 + 1 = 5 =2 = Kun

In the example above, the male gua is
10. To convert this to a number between 1-
9, the two digits were added together.

This is exactly the same as dividing
by 9 and taking the remainder. It works too
for any number, no matterhow large. I’ll leave
it to you to work out why. One things for
sure, its no coincidence that the ancients used
9 as the magic number

Feng Shui and the ‘Millennium Bug’
8 Houses Feng Shui is a very popular method, because it is easy to
calculate and you can get a rough idea about what is good and bad
without initially having to go into too much detail.
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Daoist Yoga
“The Gentle
Art of Opening
the Body”

It is important to our practice of the Internal Arts to have a tool
with which we may loosen the joints, sinews, and muscles of
the body to allow for the free flow of energy and the quick and
free extension necessary for application.

Daoist Yoga emerged from earliest times in China and is allied with
the Daoyin, or energy induction exercises. They were first specifically
mentioned in the Chang Tzu in the 4th century BC when it was said
in part, “stretching like a bird is only for longevity”. However it is
obvious that the practice predates even this mention and was part of
the cultural heritage of the ancients. Verse 76 of the Lao Tzu illustrates
this legacy when it was written;

“A man is born gentle and weak,
at his death he is hard and stiff.
Green plants are tender and filled with sap,
at their death they are withered and dry.
The stiff and unbending is the disciple
of death, gentle and yielding is the way of life.”

During its long and complex evolution the system
developed many off-shoots and branches, and some of these may
still be witnessed in our traditional Internal practice, for example the
K’ai Men training. However the root of Daoist Yoga remains, in its
most basic form, as simple sets of single seated or standing stretches.
One might recognise these stretches in modern western exercise
programs like the Palates system, the Alexander Technique, or even
performed by runners before the London Marathon. In fact the
Chinese have no direct translation for the word Yoga which arises
from the Hindu Sanskrit word for union. And it is easy to see how

divergent systems of body opening exercises might become confused
in western minds with similar terms.

The focus then of all Daoist Yoga, or stretching exercise,
is to open and relax the body, specifically the joints of the spine, the
hips, and shoulders, as well as the sinews of the arms and legs, feet
and hands.

Daoists, whose philosophy is based in part on the
observations of animals, believed that in order to be in harmony with
the environment, the body must be balanced and free from tension.
The tiger’s paw will fall loosely and with sensitivity when stalking
prey, yet suddenly explode with power when closing for the kill.
This could not occur if the tiger’s paw was as stiff and unyielding as
many of our hands have become. Sensitivity and tension are
diametrically opposed and are a hindrance to our art. Moreover, as
an Internalist, it is fundamental to our research to develop this
sensitivity inwardly, to develop the ability to look deep inside
ourselves in order to direct our energy correctly for our structure.

Without subtracting anything from the valuable body of
subcontinental, or Buddhist yoga, it is important at this point to reveal
some of the fundamental differences between the two. Indian &
Tibetan styles of Yoga have been codified since the 2nd century BC
when the Yoga Sutra first appeared. This style of stretching exercise
seeks the liberation of limitations of the flesh, delusions of the senses,
and pitfalls of thought, as some of its ultimate goals. This style sees
physical & mental training not for its practical application but rather
as a means to spiritual ends. The Asanas (postures) and methods of
Panayama (breath control) guide the practitioner towards Pratyahara
(a higher consciousness in a Buddhist sense). Yogis assume postures

The Practice of the Internal Arts is the study
of the science of Yin & Yang. Students are often
told to achieve a distinction between those Yang attributes of focus and concentration and the Yin
characteristics of relaxation and openness. Opening however is not always an easily achieved
quality and with the stresses of Western Society our bodies tend to recoil and close from the
constant bombardment of stimulation we receive.
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that afford the most stability and least effort so that they may focus
intensely on a single thought and breath. This enhances this
meditation so that they might transcend or withdraw from the body.
(Samadhi)

Daoist Yoga on the other hand is concerned with using the
intention or Yi more proactively, to guide the spirit and energy to
specific areas of the body to affect change for different purposes.
These purposes may be as diverse as relaxation, healing, structural
manipulation, or cleansing. Rather than use the postures as a method
of meditation, to rise to a higher plane of consciousness. Daoist Yoga
is concerned with developing the body itself, to become more open
and balanced so that the individual may be in greater harmony
regardless of circumstance.

As a tool within the practice of the Internal Arts some form
of Daoist Yoga is necessary, at some point in a career, to reach the
higher levels. Rigidity and tension must be dispelled from the body,
so that joints and sinews work together in a flowing and even manner.

We often hear the Chinese saying “power adheres to the
Spine” but in order for that power to come, proper alignment is a

The exercises also uses the breath to exhale deep tension from
the body that we often don’t even know we are carrying. We all
know that we seem to sink or fall when we sigh and this is a natural
way to release tension. Daoist Yoga uses this natural mechanism
during the set to exhale not just toxins but the poison of tension
from our being.

Toxins are often accumulated in the body and are stored in
fat cells and the inter fascial layers. Daoist Yoga, by stretching these
tissues, often flushes these toxins out into the blood, urine, or breath
and it is important to take in fresh air and healthy water to
accommodate this while stretching.

Some of the more important principals of the art are:
· Sacrum remains under at all times.
· Spine stretches open to crown point at all times.
· Practitioners seek to develop awareness of distinction between
the skin, muscle, fascia, tendon, ligament, and bone.
· Breath is used to guide the practitioner to the site of tension and
then as a vehicle to expel the tension from the body.

prerequisite. An aid to correct alignment of our posture is the spinal
opening stretches of Daoist yoga.

We often hear our teachers’ emploring us to “sit on the chair”
but unless we can actually feel the hips open and sit into them the
allusion often escapes us. The Daoist yoga stretches for the hips
(inguinal fold, and sacra-iliac join) sensitise this area and help guide
us to our destination. Further by opening these areas through specific
stretching exercises our internal range of motion is greater, our root
can sink deeper, and our energy circulate quicker.

Flexibility and suppleness help us to become more responsive,
sensitive, and aware not just of our bodies, but those of our training
partners or adversaries. Moreover it can increase our speed of reaction
whether following, sticking, or adhering. This flexibility gives us the
opportunity to hide deeper inside, to disappear or suddenly appear.

The health benefits of the system are many. Stretching open
an area allows free circulation of the humours and energy. Osteo-
arthritis is often characterised by the lack of blood supply to the
bone. This sometimes comes about because of a lifetime of tension
beginning in the muscle, then affecting the sinew and finally the bone
itself. These tensions choke off the supply of life-giving circulation
and cause the body to tighten and wither.

· Joints are worked to relax the sinews and tissues so that energy
may move more quickly and evenly, without blockage, to enhance
speed of discharge rather than for mere flexibilities sake.
· The practitioner seeks to identify, through sensation, the
movement of energy prior to, and following, a stretch in order to
enhance its effect.
· The practitioner works towards fundamental changes in the
structure of the body to affect change in the spirit or Shen.

While the practice of Daoist Yoga may not immediately alter
us into great and powerful fighters it will relax and open the body
and allow for the development of better rooting skills and increase
our ease and speed of discharge. Moreover it will open and sensitise
the joints and act as a guidepost to direct us into proper martial stances
or static postures.

Daoist Yoga, as with many of the Daoist arts, has a long,
convoluted, and esoteric tradition and must be practised with proper
purpose and guidance. However with perserverence the system will
balance and harmonise the body, allow free circulation of energy, and
perhaps repair conditions, which interfere with the practice of the
Internal Arts by J.Reynolds Nelson
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UK
It was an historic day for British Martial

Arts. An instructor monk, Shi Yan Tze,
from the world-famous Shaolin Temple
in mainland China, was to begin his

teaching program at the Temple School of
Kung Fu in London’s Islington, marking the
culmination of almost eighteen years of
negotiations between The Temple School’s
Sifu Leung Yang Lon, the Chinese
Authorities and the leaders of Shaolin
Temple.

At three o’clock on the
afternoon of Sunday 15th February 1998,

Monk Yan Tze
stepped out in
front of an
audience of
over three hun-
dred people

place, Monk Yan Tze surprised everyone by
paying respect to his master with a full kow-
tow, his forehead placed to the floor three
times. Then after a brief address by the
Abbot, in which he affirmed his intention to
build a branch of Shaolin Temple in the
United Kingdom headed by Sifu Leung Yan
Lon, Monk Yan Tze was permittedto proceed
with his demonstration.

The Monk began with a high
level Shaolin form, not unlike a Hung-Gar
form, incorporating many familiar arm and
leg techniques. The difference was in the raw
power display by Shi Yan Tze. Each
movement was precise and focused and you
knew that if you got in the way of one of
those punches or kicks, you wouldn’t be
getting up again in a hurry. Translating, Sifu
Leung told us that Monk Yan Tze wouldn’t

Shaolin
packed into the Temple School and began to
read a prepared speech in Mandarin Chinese.
Understandably, a large proportion of the
gathered audience were anxious for Monk
Yan Tze to begin his demonstration of Shaolin
KungFu, all too rarely seen outside of
mainland China. What they didn’t know was
that the Monk was actually stalling for time.
Because at that same moment, a plane was
touching down at Heathrow carrying the
Abbot of Shaolin, Shi Yon Xian, on a surprise,
last-minute visit.

Sifu Leung had made a dash
to the airport to meet the Abbot personally
and now the race was on to bring the Abbot
to the Temple School before any of the
audience realised they were being stalled.
The journey from Heathrow to Islington was
made in a tidy forty minutes and though there

was a little restlessness among the
audience, this was more than

made up for with the
appearance of Abbot

Yon Xian.

When the
A b b o t

was led
to his

be teaching this form during his classes as it
was way too advanced. In fact, it is the form
learned by Monks just before they are called
upon to “fight” their way out of the Temple,
a test that has been portrayed in countless
Shaw Brothers films of the Seventies and
Eighties.

Next, Monk Yan Tze asked
for a strong volunteer from the audience.
SteelWire Mantis instructor Tony Clements
stepped up. The Monk asked Tony to hit him
in the stomach as hard as he could. Using an
especially destructive Mantis hammer-fist

The Shaolin Temple is on Songshan Mountain, Hennan Province, China, and a dream to many
martial artists. It is thousands of miles away from us here in the UK. Fortunatley it is not as far out of
reach as you might think.

“The Monk began with
a high level Shaolin
form, not unlike a
Hung-Gar form.”
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certainly enough to cause discomfort. The
curious bowing posture the two volunteers
took up was so that the Chi power projected
by Monk Yan Tze wouldn’t strike the
volunteers square on. If it did, they would
have almost certainly been injured by the
demonstration.

Even after this remarkable
display of inner power, Monk Yan Tze’s
demonstration wasn’t over yet. Choosing
from a pile of bricks, the Monk built a bridge
with three bricks that he could use as a pillow.
He then went through a short serious of
exercises to focus his Chi power in his head
region. He laid his head down on his brick
pillow and placed another column of three
bricks on his head. He then asked Sifu Leung
to bring another brick down as hard as he
could onto the three brick column. Sifu
Leung counted to three then brought his
brick down on the stack on Monk Yan Tze’s
head with a mighty crash. Incredibly, all three
bricks on top of Monk an Tze’s head and the
brick beneath forming the span of the bridge
shattered. To tumultuous applause, Monk Yan
Tze bounced to his feet, smiling and waving

technique called Gow-Choi, Tony delivered
three or four blows which would have floored
a lesser opponent. Monk Yan Tze shrugged
the punches off without so much as a change
of expression. Then he asked Tony and a few
others to pick up a handy tree trunk and use
this as a battering ram on his stomach.
Amazingly, Monk Yan Tze withstood this,
again with no sign of discomfort.

Yet, aside from the sheer
quality of Monk Yan Tze’s WuKung, none of
this was very new or different. We’d all seen
this kind of thing before, most notably in the
two recent UK tours of the “Shaolin Monks”
- actually students of the Dengfeng Wushu
Academy - during 1996 and 1997. It was the
next part of Monk Yan Tze’s demonstration
that really caused something of a stir.

In Roots of KungFu we’ve
spoken many times of the incredible power
of ChiKung. I myself have seen many
impressive demonstrations of this arcane
Chinese art and I’m currently under
instruction from Sifu Leung, learning to add
the power of ChiKung to my SteelWire
Mantis training. But none of this had prepared
me for what I saw next.

Monk Yan Tze took two
volunteers from the audience and made them
strip off their shirts. He then positioned them
in a sort of bowing position. This, he said,
was for their own safety. The Monk then

summoned up his Chi Power. This took two
or three minutes. Standing a good eight feet
from the two volunteers, he reached out his
hands and made a slow downward clawing
motion. When the volunteers turned around,
each had a clearly visible red claw mark down
his back. A murmur of surprise went around
the room and the Chinese camera crew
moved in to take close-up shots of the
phenomenon. When I quizzed one of the
volunteers, Steve, afterwards, he described
the sensation as being like the feeling you
get when you hold your hand a little too near
a candle. Not hot enough to cause pain, but

and completely unharmed by the massive
blow delivered by Sifu Leung. It was a
spectacular display of the defensive powers
of ChiKung.

This last feat signalled the
close of the display. The Abbot, who had
watched impassively, was led away to a side
room, accompanied by Monk Yan Tze and
the audience filed out, discussing what they’d
seen.

As we have stated several
times already, Monk Yan Tze will be teaching
Shaolin WuKung at the Temple School
throughout 1998. This is a unique
opportunity. While there are many martial arts
schools both inside and outside China that
claim to teach genuine Shaolin KungFu, the
only place in the United Kingdom to learn
the real thing is at the Temple School. While
no one can guarantee that even the hardest-
working students will be able to take blows
with bricks to the head and tree trunks to the
stomach and still come up smiling, training
with a real Shaolin Monk is a chance that
comes up only once in a lifetime

Captions:
Top. Shaolin monk Shi Yan Tze gives an
amazing demonstration of his Chi power,
burning red marks appear on the skin of two
luckless volunteers from a distance of three
metres, without touching them.

Centre. The gathering of ChiKung masters- from
left ShaoLin instructor Monk Shi YanTzi, ShaoLin
Abbot Shi YonXin, 5 Animals ChiKung SiFu
Wang GuanQiu and SteelWire Mantis SiFu Leung
YanLon.

Bottom. Sifu Leung prepares monk Shi YanTze
for his incredible ‘breaking bricks over the
head’ feat, the actual strike was too fast for the
camera to catch.
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5 Release Sick Qi.
i. Using the back of the hand, drop

your right hand from the Jianjing
point down to the Daimei point. Fig
13.

ii. Pause for a moment, and then flick
your hand away from you so your
fingers point away from you and your
palm faces down. Fig 14.

iii. Repeat i & ii for the left hand. Fig 15.
Using the back of your hand connects

theyangchannelsof yourhand to the Stomach
Channel. Thus your hand passes from the
Jianjing point, through the Qihu point to
the Daimei point.

The flicking motion releases negative
Qi.

6 Twining Hands.
i. Shift your weight to your left foot and

close your hands over each other, so
both your Laogong points are lined
up, left over the right, facing your
Dantien. Fig 16.
This gathers and stores the Qi at the

Dantien.

Dayan Gong 2nd 64
part 2

Fig 13. Fig 14.

Fig 15. Fig 16.

Damei Point

Damei
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Fig 19. Fig 20.

Fig 21. Fig 22.

Fig 17. Fig 18. Fig 18a.

ii. Keep your weight on your left foot
and step forwards with your right.
Fig 17.

iii. Move your right hand from inside
your left, forwards in front of you.
Still keep your weight on your left
foot. Fig 18 & Fig 18a.

iv. Slowly shift your weight on to your
right foot and slowly move your right
hand back towards your left hand.
Fig 19.

v. Repeat ii to iv for the other side.
Fig 20 & Fig 21.

vi. Again keeping the weight on your left
leg, step forwards with your right foot
so that the toes of both feet are in line.
Meanwhile, move your right hand
forward in front of you left hand so
theLaogong pointsare still facing each
other. Fig 22.

Qihai Point - Dantien

Qihai
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7 Turn the Body and
Recover Qi.

i. Turn both palms down. Fig 23.
ii. Come up onto your toes and turn

your body ninety degrees to your left.
Meanwhile, open your hands out to
your sides. Fig 24 to Fig 25a.

iii. Bring your hands to your chest so the
Laogong points cover the Qihu
points. Lower your heels to the
ground. Fig 26.

iv. Keeping your legs still, turn from your
waist ninety degrees to the right.
Fig 27.

v. Turn 180 degrees to the left. Fig 28.
Then turn back to the right. Finally
face the front. As Fig 26.

Fig 23. Fig 24. Fig 25.

Fig 25a.

Fig 26. Fig 27.

Fig 28.

This movement is very good for your
kidneys and back; it also makes the Qi go
to the Qi Hu points.

Qihu Point

Qihu
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In 1992 Master Zhang first revealed this secret method to
the general public at a lecture & demonstration in the United Nations.
In l995, Hou Long Cheng Jing Gong, ”Arousing the Dragon in the
body’s energy pathway”, was released as an instructional video and
was published in both English and Chinese. As one of the most
important methods offered by International Qigong & Medical
Research Institute, it is part of the continuing education program for
Acupuncturists and is favoured by many healers and practitioners.
Fire Dragon Qigong is a series of various methodologies. It combines
the essences of Scholar’s, Buddhist, Taoist, Chinese Medicine and
Martial Arts. It includes the sitting form: Hou Lian Jing Dan (using
the spirit of fire to build up internal Alchemy, the power of life), the
standing form: Hou Long Cheng Jing Gong (Arousing the dragon
in the body’s energy pathway), the Boxing form: Hou Long Quan
(Taoist Taiji Boxing, Internal Kung Fu),the sword form: Fire Dragon
Sword (a special method to heal and drive out evil spirit) and the Qi
Needle: a unique healing method with Qi to conduct Acupuncture to
many people at the same time). Fire dragon Qigong originated on

Mysterious
Fire Dragon
Qigong

Fire Dragon Qigong has a history that dates
back about 5000 years. It was passed on by
grandmasters personally from generation to
generation. Master Yuanming Zhang began his
intensive training at the age of three. He was
taught this fantastic technique by his masters at
Mt. Qingcheng, the birthplace of Taoism and
Qigong.

Mt. Qingcheng which is part of a massive mountain range in Southwest
China. Today, exiled Tibetans consider areas of this region to be a
part of Tibet. Due to its special geographical features, it has been
considered as a unique and powerful energy field. Grandmasters
down the ages attained incredible results when they cultivated there.
In 1994, Master Zhang Built his centre, the Palace of the Heavenly
Dragon on Mt. Qingcheng to fulfil his life-purpose of giving people
both in China and abroad a base to systematically study traditional
Wushu, Qigong, Chinese Medicine and other aspects of traditional
Oriental Culture. Master Zhang’s current teachings incorporate a
rich mixture of 36 grandmaster’s secret techniques. Among these
are those of Emperor Xuan Yuan, the earliest ancestor of the Chinese
nation. These secret methods include “Wind & Fire Shen Gong” &
“Wind & Water Shen Gong” which he practised in the Holy Spirit
Cave on Mt. Qingcheng which still exists to this day. Fire Dragon
Real Man, Master Liu Dong Bin, was one of the Eight immortals in
the Tang Dynasty. Master Liu passed on the techniques of both Fire
Dragon Internal Alchemy Qigong and Fire Dragon sword to the
historical figure, Zhang Dao Ling (who organised the first full-scale
religious expression of Taoism in Sichuan province.) These were
further passed on to Zhang Shan Feng, Zhang Peng Xiao, Zhang Ying
and Zhang Peng He and have ultimately reached Zhang Yuan Ming
or Master Yuanming Zhang. Building upon the back of shamanism,
Zhang Tao Ling, founder of Taoism in the Dong Hao Period, combined
these methods in the “Qi water” method with primitive like
“witchcraft” and “incantation” water, mountain spring water was filled
with universal energy via calligraphy and painting to heal people and
to exorcise ”evil spirits” during the Dong Han Period. Zhang Shan
Feng, founder of Wudang Taoist Taiji Boxing, created
his unique technique, “Fire dragon Internal
Alchemy of Taoist Taiji”, in the Ming

Mysterious
Fire Dragon
Qigong
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Dynasty. Zhang Peng Xiao, Zhang Ying Yang, Zhang Peng Yu taught
the Fire Dragon Secret Method to Emperor Qian Long, Tao Guang
and the royal family in the Qing Dynasty. As a part of their training,
all the Lineage holders of ’ Fire Dragon Shen Gong were brought
into the secret “Fire Dragon Cave” on Mt. Qingcheng. There, they
did the “49 days Ritual Purification Fasting” under the personal
guidance and instruction of their own Master. As a result, they reached
the highest level possible. Following in these footsteps, Master
Yuanming Zhang has been brought into the Fire Dragon Cave once
every three years, since he was 3 years of age, by his Master. The
cultivation during these times began at midnight on August 15, the
full moon day. What follows is a description by Master Yuanming
Zhang of what one feels like when performing the 49-day fast in the
cave. “During the first week, you will feel like you are near a volcano
or having a Sauna.
You will sweat a
lot and with the
sweats the whole
body and mind
will be cleansed
and purified and
all the ill “Qi” and
“evil spirits” will
be dispelled. In
the second week,
you can feel as if
the lower Dantien
were a Volcano or
steel-smelting
furnace, with
bright-red energy flowing to all parts of your body. Instead of
sweating, the hot feeling in the abdomen rises upwards. The third
week brings the feeling that genuine Qi in the abdomen is turning
into a fire dragon floating along the circulation track of the body’s
energy channels. All the energy channels and meridians open up, the
circulation of both microcosmic and macrocosmic orbits is running
smoothly; It’s as if one’s entire body is floating in the space. The
happiness and “lightness” of being in this “fairyland” cannot be
expressed in words. By the fourth week, the third eye will be opened
and special abilities appear. You can actually see the fire dragon
travelling along the body’s energy channels when you “look” inside
the abdomen. When your master emits energy directly to your
Heavenly Eye Acupoint, you will see a bright red and yellow colour

spot gradually growing into a “Fire Ocean” in the darkness. Colourful
scenery can be seen with mountains, rivers, pavilions, buildings, birds,
animals and Immortal Images from ancient times. It’s exactly the
feeling of being linked with Universal Spirit and Energy. Over time,
you can receive the highest level energy from “viewing” those scenes.
This leads to improvement your health, develops intelligence and
opens latent abilities. After the 49 days Cultivation, 80% of
practitioners are able to see the “Qi light” in the sky with their naked
eye. The “Qi light” looks like sperm and ovam. Master Yuanming
named this “Qi Light,” “Dragon Sperm.” A few people can even see
a giant dragon image in the sky.”

On December 9, 1994, 200 or so representatives from
different provinces in China attended the “China Yuanming Qigong
Academic Research Conference” in Beijing. At one point during the

conference, Master Yuanming was giving
instruction in “Fairy-walking Qigong”, outdoors.
Although it first went unnoticed, a dragon
appeared near the sun. It looked alive with a head,
waist and entire body looking just like a fire
dragon. Fortunately, it was recorded both on video
and by photographs. It’s not a coincidence that
this fire dragon appeared. Firstly, Master Zhang

was using a
methodto gather
the energy from
the Universe to
boost the energy
of the people gathered there. He was using the same method be had
been taught since the age of 6, when he began his Fire Dragon Qigong
Training by the hermit, “Fire Dragon Man.” Secondly, 200
representatives were practising this method for several days during
the conference and everbody’s mind was focused on the “fire dragon”.
Thus, the strongest brain waves affected the atmosphere and ensnared
it. In addition, it occurred around 5.00pm, when the sun was fire-
like red bySparkyHe

“It looked alive
with a head, waist
and entire body
looking just like a
fire dragon”

Practising on Mt Qingcheng

Master Zhang training “Fire of Internal Alchemy “
Qigong at his Mt Qingcheng centre. Internal Fire Dragon Boxing
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Feng Shui Master
Chan Kun Wah
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As I waited for my interview with Master Chan Kun Wah, I tried to
imagine what type of person he would be. Later, as we shook hands and introduced
ourselves, I was first struck by his tallness and his young looks. He looked at least
ten years younger than his 52 years and he was quite softly spoken and humble in
his manners, not having any of the arrogance one often associates with those who
call themselves Master.

He began to study Feng Shui when he was fourteen with a Chinese master
who searched him out. He tells his story below.

QM: You began studying Feng Shui when you were fourteen. Did you
have an interest already?

No, no interest at all. The first two years, I was totally un-interested
because at the time I was still too young. The way it happend was my
master picked me, I did not pick my master. He wanted me to learn
Feng Shui, but at that time I did not understand what Feng Shui
meant. You can’t see it. You can’t smell it. I did not know my master
before at all. He found me and picked me.
There were other people who wanted to learn, but my Master just
ignored them. I was so annoyed with him. I said, “Why don’t you
pick them, if you pick them I won’t need to follow you every day.
Maybe they will not follow you instead of me, because it is not fun
in the morning.” When you are walking up in mountains in the
morning, your whole trousers are wet, especially when you are
fourteen. At fourteen, a young boy should be chasing girls not chasing
the dragon.
During the hours three to five in the morning, however, the Qi is
quite pure and there are no distractions. That is why this is the right
time to sense the Qi, no pollution, no nothing. Also it is quiet and
you can hear things more clearly.

QM: I can see that you respect your Sifu, Master Chue Yen, a great
deal. Would you want to talk a bit about him?

Sensing the
Dragon Qi

He was a very talented and clever man. He grew up a very wealthy
man. During the Qing Dynasty they had imperial examinations and
if you passed them you would get a wealthy job in the government.
That is why he studied very hard, the philosophy, the history,
everything. During his last year of study, before his examinations,
the Qing Dynasty was demolished and there where no more exams
of this type. This meant he could not get a wealthy job. He was so fed
up and sad, all his hopes were finished.
Afterwards, his whole character totally changed and his parents
became worried because he was the only son in the family. His
mother said that perhaps he should get a young lady and get married.
If they had a family, maybe it would change his character. As soon as
he heard this, he ran away. He was scared, so he just ran away to a
temple in the mountains. He wanted to be a monk, but as soon as the
monk saw him, he said, “You can’t be a monk, no way can you be a
monk.” He told him to go away but, my master said, “I do not want
to go away. Can you give me a job, any job?”
“Okay,” the monk said, “You can work in the kitchen, chopping
wood and doing cooking.” So he worked in the temple for about five
years to follow this monk, who during this time began to teach him
Feng Shui skill. After five years, very early one morning, the monk
told my master, “Today is the last day you can stay here. After lunch
you should go.”
Then my master said, “But where do I go? I have no where to go.”
The monk said, “Follow the direction that I will tell you and you will
find your next Sifu.” So he told my master to go in a particular
direction and to look for a pagoda at a crossroads. This was a place
where people would rest in the hot weather. At this place my master
met his next Sifu, he met a Daoist master who took him and taught
him Feng Shui. He stayed with him until just before Mao took over
China, then my Sifu left and went to Hong Kong.

QM: How are Daoism and Feng Shui linked?
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They are both based upon the Qi. The Daoist would use the Qi
upside down. It was called ‘upside down Qi to press the Qi and then
press it down again’. Feng Shui is also the same, but most of the
people in this country learn their skill in Hong Kong and they do not
realise that the Earlier Heavenly Sequence Diagram (Pre-natal Bagua)
is going backwards not going forwards. They do not learn this and so
that is why they can’t get much from Feng Shui. You see, they should
know the Earlier Heavenly Sequence and then the later one. But
they are already one step too far forward. If they do not know the
Earlier Sequence, there is no way they can control the Qi, no way
they know where the Qi comes from.
The same as Daoists, if they do not know how to control the Qi,
then there is no way they can improve their energy. Feng Shui and
Daoists both need to know about the Qi element. Daoists know what
time the Qi is strongest in the body. Feng Shui also finds which
month the Qi is strongest, and which month it is softest. The same
with the house, you need to find which position the Qi comes from.
This is only basic but the people do not know that in this country.
This is a very basic element and common sense. Feng Shui is about
common sense and is not superstitious at all.

QM: How do you know when you have reached the level at which you
call yourself a Feng Shui master?

My Master was also very good at horoscopes. Before I came to this
country, he had already pointed out which year I would become very
famous. He warned me that before I reached the age of 50 I could
do Feng Shui for people but I
could not charge them. If the
people were happy, they could give
me some money, but I could not
charge. Also, I needed to do more
research and study. He told me,
that in any one year when I should
do ten consultations for research,
not for making money that if six
of these have good results, this
means I pass. If five have good
results, then I do not pass, but if
seven have good results, then I can
become a master.
So for the past 36 years, I always
do research. But nowadays so
many people learn for one year and
say they are a master. They still do
not know what they are doing.

QM: In the West, Feng Shui is becoming very popular. Perhaps there
are some things that you see that are not being passed on quite properly.
How do you translate Chinese skill?

Nowadays people have no patience to learn because they want
everything quick and instant, like hamburgers, instant food, instant
coffee, instant tea. They want everything instantly, but Feng Shui is a
very, very difficult philosophy. It is not something that you can finish
in a course of one or two days, or one or two months. Even to sense
the Qi takes time. It took me more than two years to know how to
sense the Qi.
Every morning around three o’clock when I was fourteen I would
follow my master from mountain to mountain, climbing the
mountains to find out how to sense the Qi. This is called “Dragon
Qi”, Lung Hei. So many books that you read have no idea what Feng
Shui means. They think that hanging wind chimes or placing crystals
can change their future. It is not that easy. The thing is that outside is

more important than inside. It does not matter what you do inside, if
the outside is wrong everything is totally wrong. If you block your
nose, you can’t breathe. If your block your mouth you can’t eat.
That is the key issue.

QM: So for someone in the West who wants to learn proper Feng Shui
skill, do you think that it is possible for them to learn?

For myself, I always teach real Feng Shui. Some of the things that I
teach, you will never learn in a book. I do not worry that my students
will learn my whole skill because at the moment I am still learning
everyday.

QM: Do you teach in the same way you were taught.

It is very difficult to have my students follow the way I was taught
because mostly I was taught day by day. Mostly we were
outside,learning how to see the form school, how to s
ense the Qi. But in this country you cannot do it like this because it
is too slow and people will not have the patience to learn it. That is
why I have had to find an easier way for them to absorb the knowledge
and translate it from one culture to another.
So much today is not real teaching, just telling their students what to
do in a consultation. This is not the way to learn. You see, if you are
teaching people, you should pass the real skill to people, from the
beginning and then go on step by step, not just telling how in a
consultation you changed this and that. If they have not got the basic
skill, have not got the basic foundation, there is no way that a person

can learn Feng Shui.
One of my students
said to me after a
seminar, “I have
learned more from
you in one day than I
have learned from my
teacher in one year.”
Maybe when some of
the Chinese Sifu’s
know my way of
teaching the student’s,
maybe they will hate
me because of all the
secrets I am teaching at
the moment. All the
secrets not in the
books. If they know,

maybe they will hate me but I don’t mind. What I teach in my seminars
you will not find in a book and I don’t think they can even get it in
this county. Only through me can they learn it. Many people call this
giving out secrets, but for me it is skill, not secrets.

QM: Are there different schools of Feng Shui?

There are many different schools of Feng Shui. I learned three
different kinds of the Feng Shui. There are three basic schools, the
really powerful one is Yeun Hong. Yeun Hong means nothing, but
can also mean everything. Same as if you have ten, but by adding a
zero it becomes one hundred. The Yeun Hong style is based upon
the 64 gua of the Yi Jing. Each gua has its own element. Most of the
people use only the eight gua on the compass. Using all of the 64 is
the hardest and most complicated method. It used to be used by the
mperor in his court. The ordinary people were not allowed
to use it.
However, one of the Feng Shui masters in the court found out that
the Emperor was very bad to the people. He escaped and began to

“Every morning
around three o’clock I
would follow my master
from mountain to
mountain, to find
Dragon Qi.”
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pass on the skill of Yuen Hong. But there are not many people who
can learn this type of Feng Shui. It is too complicated and too difficult.
Another type of Feng Shui is called Sam Hup which means three
combinations. According to Sam Hup, each mountain character can
be changed to change their elements. Then there is also Sam Yuen
which means three fate: upper fate, middle fate and lower fate. Each
fate (era) is 60 years but there are also three stages in each of these
era’s lasting twenty years each. The upper stage has one, two and
three stages. The middle stage has the four, five and six stages. The
lower stage has the seven, eight and nine stages. We are currently in
the seventh stage. Inside of these there are many philosophies. This
is only a long story cut short.
Before in China, if you learnt one style you could not learn another
style. If the Masters knew that you were learning another style he
would kick you out. He would not allow you to follow him, but
nowadays it is different. I teach all three styles, separately, and let
the students judge and let them do their
research and see which style is better. I
will not tell them which one is good. I
myself, use the three together which is
more powerful. At the moment I could
call my Feng Shui style, “combination
style” as I use them all together.

QM: What does being a Master mean to
you?

It means you have passed your degree.
You need to do more research. Maybe
one year you do ten consultations. If out
of the ten consultations, seven get good
results, then you pass. If only five, then
you are still not at that level. I always
follow what my master told me to do.
He always said to me, “Before you are
50, you can’t be a Master.” Even when I
was younger than 50, I trainedtwo young
students, one for horoscope and one for
Feng Shui, they wanted to call me Sifu. I
said, “No, I am not Sifu. Better you call
me Mr.Chan. Don’t call me Chan Sifu, I
am still not Sifu.” This is because at that
time I knew I was still not qualified. A
person should know whether or not they
have reached that standard and whether they are qualified or not
qualified. Don’t put people’s lives at risk. This is very important. If
people ask you to do the consultation, they put their hope, their
future on your compass (skill).
For the Feng Shui master, when people ask you to do things, you
must do it right. If you can’t do it, just tell them you can’t do it.
Don’t ruin people’s lives. Some of the practitioners today do not
know what they are doing because they do not really understand
Feng Shui. That is why they do not understand the danger and that
they can harm a person’s life.
In Hong Kong, it is very difficult to change the Feng Shui of all the
apartments. Last year when I was in Hong Kong, a very famous
solicitor and barrister asked me to do their Feng Shui. Sometimes
there is just no way to do it, no way you can change the Feng Shui.

So in this situation, what do you do? Do you tell them that it is
better to move?

I told them straight away that I could not do it because of the building.
In this situation, I always do this. If I know I cannot do it, I tell
them. Maybe I can build up their energy, change a few things and

then they can move. Even if they stay there for long it is no use. It is
just draining their energy.
Feng Shui is just like Qigong. If you can’t get the energy in, there is
no energy to support you. If it is the other way round, if you support
the house, this is wrong. It should be the house that supports you.
Not you support the house. If there is no energy inside the house,
how can the house support you? Feng Shui is based on the principle
of yin and yang, feminine and masculine. It is said that when the yin
Qi and the yang Qi meet together, then the second generation will
continue. If they can not meet together, then this is no use. Negative
and negative result in nothing, the same as positive and positive, also
nothing. It must be negative and positive.

QM: Can a person change their destiny?

When you talk about destiny, you are saying, can the person change
their horoscope?. Now if you know the Chinese horoscope (Ba Zi),

you can change your life. If you have
bad fate you cannot do anything about
that but you can use Feng Shui to
change it. If you know both Feng Shui
and Ba Zi, this is the most powerful
because you can use both. If you only
know horoscope, but don’t know Feng
Shui, and you are in a period of bad
fate, then do not do any investments.
But if you also know Feng Shui, you
can change from bad to good.

QM: If I said to you I want to be rich,
but maybe it is not in my horoscope that
I am to be rich, can I make it possible?

Let me give you an example of a couple
who came to me for a consultation.
Both herself and her husband were in
a bad fate period and contacted me
about their business which was doing
poorly. I used a very special skill that
was taught to me by my Master who
warned me not to use this skill more
than six times a year as it uses a lot of
energy and only then to help special
people. I used this skill to change their
luck for the better and soon they had

an increase in business with orders coming in.
I used this skill because I knew they were a very nice couple and
they had put all their hope on me. It was a hard time for them as
everyone around them was looking down on them. Their place of
business did not have good Feng Shui, and their house was not so
good either. I fought with myself inside as to what I was going to do.
If I was going to use this skill, I knew it would drain me of much
energy as I was very ill at the time with the flu. So I was thinking,
thinking, and thinking, until, at the last moment, I decided to do it. I
knew that they were the right people to do this for as I had seen their
horoscope and I knew that they were honest people. Also, when
doing a consultation, you can tell easily what type of person they are.
You can tell straight away whether they are wealthy or not, and
whether you can trust them or not.
At the end of the day, you should use Feng Shui skill for helping
people. I think that many people practise Feng Shui with the wrong
heart. In the old ancient days, the master would choose the pupil
first and the pupil must have a good heart. Second they must be
honest, and third they must always respect their master

interview byJessica Blackwell
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Friday began with a lovely dinner laid out
with shining cutlery andsparkling china
that ended in groans after three

generous courses which concluded in a far
too tempting array of delicious puddings.
There were worried looks at our leader
Michael Tse hoping that there was not going
to be any strenuous training on full stomachs.
There were relieved sighs when the course
finally began and notebooks were produced
for notetaking during his lecture. Some were
even making detailed annotations in the
margins of their study copy of Michael Tse’s
book, Qigong for Health and Vitality.

S a t u r d a y
morning sawmany early
birds out practicing in
the gardens, making the
staff wonder what they
were doing although it
was said, “it was quite
pleasurable seeing all the
differentexercises going
on.” Luckily, the
weather was fine for
most of the course so
even those delegates
who had come from as
far as Texas and New
York to see the famed
Manchester rain were
disappointed. Of all the
nearly 40 would be
hopefuls attending,
everyone who was tested on the course
managed to pass. This involved doing the
Taiji Qigong exercises chosen, being able to
name three benefits of each, and then
answering six practical questions relating to
things that had been discussed in the course
and that were in Michael Tse’s book. Some
of the newly qualified instructor’s were then
chosen to help form a panel to ask questions
of their peers as they were tested. High
marks must be given to Ian Woollards who
was the last person tested. Having sat through
nearly three hours of watching his peers be
tested, he was calm as he faced the inquistion
and peeled off the answers to questions as if
he had been a Qigong instructor for years.
Everyone did very well and studied
extraordinarily hard. We have already had
feed back from a student of Gill Hughes who
said that she was enthusiastic upon her

return, as she talked to her students about
loyalty and discipline.

This is the first course for Taiji
Qigong Instructors that the Tse Qigong
Centre has offered but judging from its
success and the good feeling of family that it
created, we know that it is the first of many.
Michael Tse said, “It is the right time for the
Centre to grow and let the skill spread out,
so that more people can benefit.” These
courses will help new instructors train so
that people in other areas can have the
opportunity of studying good Qigong skill.
All authorised Taiji Qigong and Wild Goose

instructors have been
issued with a Tse Qigong
Centre Instructor’s
Certificate which shows
that they have been tested
on the skills they are
teaching and that they
have been shown to have
proper understanding and
proficiency of these skills
for teaching.

Anyone interest-
ed in finding more
information about future
courses (the next is one
planned for 6th to the 8th
of November 1998 -
Balancing Gong) or
instructors can call the
Centre for information.

To let you know how some of the instructors
felt about the course, here are some quotes
from their corraspondence to us below:

“Thank you so much for a
wonderful weekend. I learned such a lot
– about my courage…I really feel I know
such a lot more, feel more rounded and
sure of myself.”

“I appreciate the deeper
understanding of the movements and your
emphasis on the attitude for practise. It was
also a treat to relax and get to know others
who practise Qigong in other parts of the
world and it was uplifting to practise
Qigong in beautiful surroundings.”

“Everyone was so helpful
and supportive of each other – a wonderful
experience. Thank you.”

“Thank you for making the
course so enjoyable.”

TAIJI QIGONG
INSTRUCTOR’S COURSE

This has been the only Qigong course to which I have attended in which
the stress level increased as the course progressed rather than decreased.

Taiji Qigong Intsructors

Peter Anderson
Anne Maria Aprile

Peter Barker
Charlotte Berg

Kate Britton
Sue Burge
Sue Burton
Dody Carter

Krishna Chaudhari
Sharon Clarke
Chris Cullen

Yvonne Dixon
Lynn Gale

Paul Gascoyne
Tarif Ghazi

Sam Gibson
Yveline Hands
Gunnar Hook

Gill Hughes
Edward Mackenzie

Helen Massey
Judith Matthews
Daniel McCristol
Tony McDonald
Ricardo Moreno
Helen Philpott
Steven Pullar

Eamon Regan
Sylvia Royle
Rob Sheil

John Shields
Andy Silver

Nadia Smith de Neckledoff,
John Spinetto
Richard Sweet
Ian Woolland

Below is the list of qualified
Tse Qigong Centre Taiji Qigong
Instructors.

If you would like information
regardingclass locations,please contact
the Tse Qigong Centre

Tse Qigong Centre
PO Box 116

Manchester M20 3YN
Tel. 0161 929 4485
Fax. 0161 929 4489

Email. info@qimagazine.com
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QM: Whatwas the first thing you had to do when you started training?

MY: My training started with Tongbei foundation and also a Wushu
foundation because when I was six or seven, the Chinese government
was promoting modern wushu. If you did not have knowledge of
wushu, you would not be able to survive in the wushu world, and
today it is still the same. You have to have knowledge of wushu as
well as your own family style. So I trained both together as this was
the only way to survive at a professional level.

Ma Yue Interview part 2

A Professional
Martial Artist

In the first part of this interview,
Master Ma Yue told us of his family
style of Tongbeiquan, his training as a
child and how he is trying to promote
taijiquan.

In this, the concluding part of his
interview, he describes what it is like
to be a professional martial artist in
China, how you become recognised,
and what it means...
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China that if you come out of Peking Sports University you are the
best.
I don’t know if you know in the West how they judge a professional
martial artist in China. There are three ways, the first way is by being
a professional wushu player for your home town, or city, and you
have been in the top six of
the National Wushu
Championships at least three
times. The second way is by
being born into a popular
martial arts family, then you
are a real blood inheritor and
people will believe that you
have been training with your
father or your grandfather
or whoever. Then you will
be recognised as a
professional martial artist.
The third way is by recieving
a certificate, or diploma, to
show that you have a
Master’s Degree in Chinese
Wushu. Then you will be
recognised. Those are the
three ways and you only need
one of them. Most
professionals have one,
maybe two, of them. I have all three, I have a diploma from Peking
Sports University, I twice won at the National Championships (1979
and 1983 for Fanze and Piqua) and I was born into a popular family
style.

QM: When you were training wushu, did they relate the exercises
back to their traditional roots?

MY: No, when you train wushu you just train wushu and it falls in-
between gymnastics and Chinese Opera. The martial arts side is very

limited because you have to think about the competition all the
time. You have to think if the judges will like it. You cannot think
“I’ll do it my way I don’t care! I’ll do my family style.” If you do
this, you will lose. So you have to follow the rules and what the
judges like. Each year there are new rules, so you go through
them with your coach and then prepare. That is the wushu way of
training.
Now I do not like modern wushu because after a few years I think
it is so boring! Everybody does the same form, the same way of
jumping, kicking, punching and even the forms are the same.
Can you imagine thirty teams coming for a championships and
watching twenty people do the same movements, then the next
twenty people doing the same thing all the time for two to four
hours. Can you imagine watching one hundred people doing the
Yang Twenty-four step one after another?
That is how wushu competitions are, but when you get to the
free style then things get interesting because you can make up
your own form. When you come to this subject, you get a lot of
people watching them.

QM: Did you study any Qigong?

MY: Yes, when I was at university for four years we studied all subjects
relating to many different styles. That is why if you study wushu at
a sport university you are unique. If you are only a professional wushu
player, like Jet Li, then you are not unique. All their professional
career is concentrated on the wushu championships. When you come
out of a sport university you are like a Chinese martial arts doctor,

QM: How hard did your father make you train, was he very tough on
you?

MY: Oh yes, that was the traditional way. We all know that when you
are young you want to play, and you have friends you want to go out
with. Also when you are young you don’t understand what it is and
know whether you want it. Now I understand why my father was
hard on me. At that time I didn’t, I just thought,”Why can’t I go out
and play, why do I have to stay in and train? But afterwards, when I
achieved something, I felt very thankful for what my father had
done, for giving me dignity and helping me to achieve something.
When I first picked up a gold medal in a championship, I realised that
everything was worthwhile.

QM: So did you only study with your father and grandfather?

MY: No, I studied with them from the age of six up to around sixteen.
At sixteen I decided to go to a sports university. At that time there
were eight major sports universities in China. I was prepared to go
through all the entrance examination, including Chinese, mathematics
and wushu. I passed all that.
At that time I was in Xian and around one hundred people took the
examinations who were professional wushu people already, because
you had to be professional first. After the examinations we were
given a final average mark from all the subjects. I think I was number
two with an average of ninety-seven. Somebody else had ninety-eight
out of one hundred. This guy was twenty-six and I was seventeen. I
thought he was going to choose the bestuniversity because the number
one had the choice of where to go. He chose Peking Sports University
which out of the eight universities was the number one. I thought I
would be left with second choice. At the same time because I had just
finished high school, I had to go to the countryside because of Mao.
You know everyone had to go and my year was the last that had to go
to the countryside.
I went to the countryside disappointed that I had missed the first
choice. I had been there nearly one year. At Chinese New Year I
came back from the countryside to my home and there was a big
envelope waiting for me and it said
“Peking Sports University”! I
thought this had to be a joke, how
could I get into this university? But
it was true and it included the first
month’s money to go to Beijing
because I was in Xian. I was so happy
and it changed my life.
Everything happened in my year. I
was the last who had to go to the
countryside and I was in the first to
pass all the examinations to go to a
real university. Before that, if you
were in Mao’s Communist party and
they liked you, then they could
choose to send you to study wushu,
even if you had no background in
wushu and you didn’t have to pass
any examinations. If the party liked
you the party could send you to any university you wanted. So I was
in the first generation after the Cultural Revolution, from 1966 to
1976, to go to university on their own merits. Yes, I was very lucky.
The situation was even harder than before 1966. Now everybody
wanted to go to a real university because for ten years nobody had a
chance.
Now I felt I had a future, because Peking Sports University was like
Cambridge or Oxford University over here. Everybody knows in
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you are not a nurse. You have a unique knowledge
and you could become a top coach for a wushu
team, or you could become a top teacher in a
university to teach wushu. That is what these four
years prepare you for. You have to be able to deal
with different people’s needs in martial arts. You
are no longer a player.
To get into Peking Sports University you had to
already have a very high level career in martial arts.
So if you are in the same year, you know that in
martial arts you are all around the same level.
There were thirty-nine of us in my year. We lived
together, ate together and slept together for six
days a week, and for four years.

QM: Was there much competition between you all?

MY: Yes a lot, but we all had a good relationship,
even now I recently met with two of my university
mates in America. We have a special relationship
because we have strong memories from those four
years.
In the whole of China graduates from the Peking
Sport University are known as the most arrogant
martial artists you can get, because they know they
are the best. So they upset people and some people
don’t like them.

QM: You studied taiji at university as well?

MY: Yes we had to study taiji. Yang Style and Chen
Style were the main styles and we also studied
Xingyi and Bagua. All the teaching teams come
from different parts of China. For Nanquan the
teachers came from Guangzhou from the Nanquan
championships. If we could not get a teacher then

we would invite them from the professional teams.
For example when it came to my own subject of
Fanze and Piqua I was the teacher. My teachers,
all these top level teachers said to me, the next
session you are going to do it. So I had to teach
my friends.

QM: How did you find it?

MY: At that time I was really embarrassed, I was
young and I thought, ‘How can I teach them?’ But
it was true, nobody else could teach it.

“Everybody knows in
China that if you come
out of Peking Sports
University then you are
the best.”
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QM: How did your friends react to you? Did they tease you?

MY: Yes, it was very hard to be serious, but the good thing was that
our real teacher was always there, watching from behind, so they
had to act very serious.

QM: What do you think of San Shou?

MY: I like San Shou very much. I was chosen for the University’s
San Shou team. Another subject was Dwan Bing. Dwan Bing is sword
fighting. I was the number one at this. The sword is made from soft
bamboo wrapped in leather, a little bit like the sticks in Kendo, but
longer. We started this in 1979 because we were getting a lot of
pressure from the west. People were doing similar things in the west
and we had lost it. San Shou is the Chinese way of kickboxing and
the Dwan Bing was like real sword fighting. Everyday when I went
back after we had finished the whole of my back was covered in blue
lines. For San Shou and Dwan Bing twelve of us from all the wushu
students were chosen. Over the four year period there were around
one hundred and fifty, to two hundred people. To be chosen you had
to fight your way in.

QM: In terms of San Shou, did you find that you used a lot of your
family’s techniques, or did you learn new wushu ones?

MY: Yes, that was the time I realised that my family style had so
many techniques that could be used for real fighting. Before that I
didn’t realise, we were not allowed to fight, only when I joined the
professional San Shou team. So I used a lot of Tongbei and Fanze
techniques. Also another time I was in the western boxing team. I
found that this helped a lot in the professional San Shou team. I like
the way boxers protect themselves and at the same time not lose eye
contact, because in the San Shou fighting a lot of people lose eye
contact, they may look this way or that way, but in boxing you cannot.
In boxing it does not matter how much you get hit you always look
at your opponent. Also the reaction to a punch from boxing helped

me a lot. When I started I foundevery time
the opponent punched me, I blinked. I
thought, “How do I stop this?” Boxing
helped me and eventually when I was hit I
did not blink my eyes. This is important
because if you blink all the time you can
get into big trouble. Secondly, boxing
helped my footwork. So boxing helped me
stay calm and not have a scared reaction.
If you are calm, no matter how fast your
opponent is you can protect yourself
better. If you are not then you will always
be thinking, “When is he going to punch
me? When is he going to kick me?” this
makes you nervous and your opponent

knows this and will knock you out. If you are experienced at fighting
it is easy to find out if your opponent is nervous or calm. If he is
nervous, then it is easy to attack him because his reaction is too
quick, he over reacts. You can fake him and control him. When he
tries to slow himself down that is the time I attack him because he
won’t move. Boxing helped me a lot with this.
When you have sorted this out then you can use all the martial arts
skill you want, any style. You can try this style or technique, try that
angle, whatever!

QM: Changing the subject slightly, you mentioned that you studied
Bajiquan. Is that an internal style, is it similar to taiji?

MY: Baji is more similar to Xingyi. The movements are more powerful
whereas taiji is more relaxed and looser. Baji is like Xingyi, very tight,

but it comes a lot
from the inside and
then comes out. In
certain styles you
have to perform them
very quickly and you
don’thave time to feel
them, Baji is not like
this, it is internal.
Baji has a lot of Yin
Qigong (Hard
Qigong) so you don’t
feel pain. You have to
train so the energy
comes from the
inside out to your
skin, to you muscle,
to your bones.

QM: Do you ever lose
some of the things you
have learnt?

MY: It is true it is
hard to practise
everything. I can’t do it in one day. But luckily I started very young.
So even if I don’t do something for two years, with a little practise it
comes back and I have not lost too much. At the same time I grew up
in a martial arts world. Everyday I listened to my father and
grandfather and all my friends were all involved in martial arts, so
that has gone in very deeply. So now it is not so bad if I don’t practise
regularly. What does matter is the level of health and physical fitness.

QM: I suppose we have to ask about Jet Li.

MY: Oh yes! When I was at the Peking Sports University, Jet Li was
in the Beijing Professional Wushu team. Often the team would come
to Peking Sports University and train with us. Actually at that time
no one knew he was going to be a big star. There were so many
people in the martial arts. It was a long time ago. He was a very quiet
person. He came to my father’s house for a meal with a film director.
Yes he was very quiet, if you did not ask him anything he would not
say anything. I don’t know about today because people change as
they get older.

QM: Was he involved with your father?

MY: Yes, on the film Shaolin Temple. There were four coaches who
helped arrange all the movements, plus my father. My father was in
charge of these four. So all the movements he did in that film came
through from my father.

QM: So can we see Tongbei in that film.

MY: Yes. After that film Jet Li became famous throughout China and
they made a documentary about his life. The first form he did was
Fanze, my family form. Last year he came to London and I saw a little
bit of his interview on video and they asked him to show some
movements and he did Fanze again. So from that, because we haven’t
seen each other for many years, I know he still has a high respect for
my family style, otherwise he wouldn’t show it. He was five times
Chinese champion and is now such a famous person. If he has chosen
my family style to represent himself, then in his mind my family style
must be number one

interview by Darryl Moy & Daniel Poon.
Master Ma Yue can be contacted on 0116 255 0124.

“Everybody knows in
China that if you come
out of Peking Sports
University thenyou are
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Every day 300 people die as a direct
result of smoking - the equivalent of a
jumbo jet crashing every twenty-four

hours. As an average smoker your habit may
costyou over £800 a year, but nowadays more
and more of Britain’s fourteen million
smokers want to give up the habit – yet giving
up is not going to be easy.

Even if you are really determined to
stop youmay have found that willpower alone
is not enough. All over the world people have
tried different methods to stop smoking.
Nicotine Patches, Hypnosis, sometimes they
work, very often they don’t.

Acupuncture is a tried and tested,
proven way of providing help to stop
smoking. Acupuncture is a system of
medicine which restores and maintains health
by the insertion of fine needles into specific
points on the surface of the body to re-
balance and strengthen self-healing power.

It can treat many conditions especially
addictions, such as tobacco, alcohol, drugs,
etc. Over the last seven years I have treated
in the UK over 1000 patients with tobacco
addiction whose smoking histories vary
from 2 years to 40 years. Among these
patients about 700 of them stop smoking
completely after one session, about 200 of
them reduce the amount of cigarettes greatly
after the first session and stop smoking
completely after two or three sessions. The
rest of them needed a few more sessions or
regular treatment such as once every 3
months to help control the craving for
Nicotine which depends on their lifestyle and
how stressed they are.

Usually if other family members are
still smoking it may affect the desire of
wanting to stop smoking. It is far better if a
friend or colleague is trying to stop: the
reason being that you can have treatment
together and encourage one another day by
day. Sometimes one may find it difficult to
make a decision to seek for help/guidance.
Quite often a husband will make an
appointment for his wife to have
Acupuncture treatment to stop smoking as a
Birthday Present, or a couple may come to
stop smoking for Christmas. Life is
interesting isn’t it?

Acupuncture treatment,besides
stopping smoking, helps the sufferer feel
calmer, relaxed and happier, even releasing
symptoms of Sinus, Asthma, Migraine, Stress,
insomnia, etc. This is because Acupuncture
re-balances the vital energy of the body - the
Qi (pronounced “Chee” in Chinese) which
flows continuously around the meridian
system. An energetic network of
channels that not only connects the
acupuncture points to each other but
also directly influences the functioning
of the internal organs and other
controlling systems of the body.

There are
14 channels and
361 points in the
body, with each
point having
d i f f e r e n t
functions to treat
d i f f e r e n t
problems

In the
treatment of
s t o p p i n g
smoking we
usually choose
6-7 points which
connect to the
lungs to re-
balance it’s
functions to
stop the craving for nicotine. The
common points used are Quchi (LI 11), Hegu
(LI 4), Liequ (LI 7), and Yingxiang (LI 20).
Add points Neiguan (P 6) and Shenmen (H
7) for stress, nervous, or insomnia. Add
points Taixi (K 3) and Sanyinjiao (Sp 6) for
general fatigue, tiredness. Add points Baihui
(Du 20) and Zusanli (S 36) for Qi deficiency.
Add point Taichong (Liv 3) for depression
of liver energy.

Liequ (LI 7) is the 7th point of the
Hand Tai Yin Lung Channel. It’s a “Lu”
(collaterals) point. ”Lu” points connect
internal to external, allowing the free flow of
the energy.

Hegu (LI 4) is the 4th point of the
Hand Yang Ming Large Intestine Channel.
It is a ”Yuan” (root)point. The body’s energy

gathers at ” Yuan” points. Disease in the
internal organs is usually shown at ”Yuan”
points. By stimulating a ”Yuan”’ point, the
normal function of internal organs can be
recovered. Hegu (LI 4) should be avoided,

however, for pregnant woman as its use can
cause miscarriage.

Quchi (LI 11) is the 11th
point of the Large Intestine Channel.
It is a ”He”(meeting) point.

Both Hegu (LI 4) and Quchi
(LI 11) are points of the Large
Intestine Channel. In terms of
TCM theory, the lung and the large
intestine are co-ordinating together
the body’s internal and external
functions. This is why these points
are chosen for lung related
imbalance.

Some people imagine that
acupuncture is a very long needle,
sometimes even with a machine
involved. It sounds painful and
therefore very frightening. This is
maybe why many people will not go
to see an acupuncturist. In fact,
people who have been treated by
acupuncture don’t feel this way.
They think it is a very relaxed way
to help them stop smoking, it works

fast and there is no pain or side affects. But
before they go to see an acupuncturist you
should make sure that the person is fully
qualified and affiliated to one of the
professional bodies, such as British
Acupuncture Council, etc, and that they have
relevant experience, also make sure that the
needles used are pre-sterile disposable ones.

As I have said, sometimes willpower
alone isn’t enough. Why don’t you seek help
and guidance. Make a decision now and try
to stick with it. Just take one day at a time
and think of all the money you could save, it
may lead to a new life

Smoking not only costs money, it is anti-social and affects your
health seriously. A smoker is easily prone to catching sore throats, skin rashes,
chest infection, asthma, stress, migraine and many more illnesses. When you are
pregnant and you risk smoking it can easily harm your baby and there is a higher
risk that your baby will be born premature or underweight.

Smoking & Acupuncture

by Dr.ShulanTang
For further information contact; - Dr. Shulan Tang,
50 SandyLane, Chorlton, Manchester. M21 STN.

Tel: – 0161 881 8576
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Years
of
Practise

The Japanese were invading China
and it was very common for them
to abuse and insulte the Chinese,
you could see it all around. Their
actions and attitude made Yang

Meijun very angry towards them. One day
she hoped she would have her revenge. But
this sadness and anger brought out a positive
enthusiasm to practise her family’s Qigong
skills. This made her more emotionally
balanced and she calmed down. Now she
understand the instruction she had received
fiom her grandfather: “Anger will damage the
liver”, “Overjoy will damage the heart”,
“Sadness will damage the lungs”, “Fear will
damage the kidneys”.

One day she remembered her aunt
was living in the Kam Shuk Province. So she
left Beijing to find her aunt hoping a change
in situation would change her fortunes. On
arriving at Kam Shuk she received the bad
news that her aunt no longer lived there. She
didn’t know where to go, or who she could
rely on. She lost her direction and now she
felt lonelier than ever.

In the Kam Shuk province the most
popular business was salt trading. She said to
herself “I have to find a way to survive”. So

she disguised herself as a young boy and
joined the salt traders.

In China, society was in a state of
disarray. There were many gangsters
especially within the salt trade who controlled
the salt and made a lot of money. Yang Meijun
found that with her years of practising
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Qigong she could withstand the situation and
work as well as the men.

There was one particular gentleman
named Chen Gwor An who worked with her
and treated her very well. He was a man of
good character but he did not know that Yang
Meijun was a girl. Over a period of time they
became very good friends.

Then fora couple of days Yang Meijun
did not see him at work. She began to miss
him and started to worry.

Maybe it was
coincidence, maybe it
was fate but she went to
see an opera and there
she discovered the main
actor was her missing
work partner! He was
acting in the play and he
could sing and dance
which greatly surprised
her. When the opera
finished she went to see
him. Chen Gwor An was
very happy to see her, so
much so, that he invited
her to come and work
with him in the opera.
Yang Meiljun wanted to
be with him wherever he
wanted to go. So she
agreed to join even
though the work was very simple.

After some time her female character
slowly started to show and she wanted to
dress and behave like a lady again. Chen Gwor
An was very pleased to discover his best
friend was a girl. Their relationship changed:
from best friends they became lovers. Very
soon they were married and started a family.
One year later they had their first child, a
baby boy. They were a happy family.

One night, around midnight Chen
Gwor An discovered his wife was missing!

He was very worried and went out into the
back yard in search of her. But all he found
was a shadowon the roof! The shadow moved
very quickly, sometimes jumping up,
sometimes jumping down, like a bird. As he

got closer his fear grew stronger. But then
he realised it was his wife Yang Meijun! Her
skill and movements greatly impressed him.
He asked her “How did you learn such a
skill? Why didn’t you tell me about it?” Yang
Meijun realising her husband had discovered
her secret and said, “This is my family’s
Qigong and I am not allowed to divulge it,
that is why I did not let you know. Probably
it is fate that you have now found out, but
this is good, so if anything should happen in

the future you won’t
have to worry about
me or our son.” After
that night Chen Gwor
An got used to her skill
and treated it as quite
normal.

Around this
time the Japanese
invasion of China was
getting more serious.
They had conquered
many provinces and
the Second World War
was breaking out. Yang
Meijun and her
husband joined the
volunteers to help
defend against the
Japanese invaders.
Because of their work

she had more opportunities to travel
especially to the countryside. There she
visited many high level Daoist and Buddhist
monks and nuns. They all gave her a lot of
great help with her Dayan Qigong. One
Daoist told her of the principles of
acupuncture points and channels. He said,
“Your body is like the universe.” There are
many orbits and tracks crossing it. These
orbits are our acupuncture channels. They
bring the Qi to different areas to balance the
body and make the internal organs strong.

This makes the body warm and function well.
When we feel pain, or are stiff and unwell, it
means the channels are blocked and need to
be smoothed. The acupuncture points are like
the planets spread out over the body. These

allow the Qi to enter, pass through and leave
the body, so the Qi passes in and out. If one
point is blocked this affects the whole system
and illness will occur. This valuable
knowledge helped her in the future when she
developed her treatment skills.

Yang Meijun also met a nun who
could meditate for hours and hours and who
could stop menstruating. This meant she
could transfer all her blood to Qi.

Some of the monks she met did not
sleep at night instead they sat on cushions
and meditated until daybreak so they never
lost their Jing.

With the development of vital energy
you first get sexual energy ‘Jing’, for women
it is connected to their blood and for men to
their sperm. Jing will develop to become Qi.
If you keep practising and maintain it, Qi will
promote ‘Shen’, this is ‘spirit’. and this will
show on the face. High level Qigong masters
have strong Qi and spirit, you can see it in
their faces!

When the Shen develops it reaches
another, higher state: it becomes ‘Hiu’, this
means ‘emptiness.’ Your potential will be
developed, the Sky eye will be opened, you
can see the colours of Qi, orpeoples channels
and their internal organs. You can transmit
strong Qi to cure sick people or use it to
change molecules and electrons. The ‘Sky
Door’ (Bai Hui point) will be opened and
you can receive messages from great
distances.

It takes a great deal of nutrition and
rest to create Qi, blood and sperm. So
‘ordinary’ people will become tired if they
release too much. Practising Qigong can
create the vital energy needed to maintain a
healthy body.

Once during the war Yang Meijun
was buried by the Japanese! Like many she
pretended to be dead to escape the enemy.
She held her breath, playing dead until they
had left. She then emerged from the ground
and dug somebody else out and saved their
lives. This she could do because of her Dayan
Qigong practice
tobe continued... byMichael Tse

“High level Qigong
masters have strong Qi
and spirit, you can see it
in their faces!”
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It is thought Mikaomi Usui was a
practitioner of Ki-Ko, the Japanese
version of Qigong, and that he was
looking for a way for Ki-Ko
practitioners to transmit Ki

(Japanese for Qi) for healing without
depleting their own energy when he
discovered Reiki.

Frank Arjava Petter in his book
”Reiki Fire” states that Reiki is one of the
many methods that stem from the
Chinese family of Qigong. He goes on to
say that Reiki is one of the Buddhist
offshoots of Qigong, with a lot of Shinto
influence. Shinto is the native religion of

Japan, and
Petter says that
Japanese Shinto
and Buddhism
areso intricately
i n t e r t w i n e d
that it is
impossible to
separate them.
His research in
Japan has led
him to believe

that even the word ”Reiki” itself is an
ancient Shinto mantra for protection, and
hasbeen passed down from Shinto Master
to student by word of mouth for
centuries.

Mikaomi Usui travelled to several
countries to study, including China. He
liked to read, and had a vast knowledge
of many subjects, including medicine,
psychology and religionsof the world. He
used to meditate regularly at Mount
Kurama, and one day went there on a 21-
day retreat to fast and meditate. At the
end of this period he suddenly felt the
Reiki energy at the top of his head and
from thenceforth was able to transmit Qi
through himself without depleting his
own energy. He spent the rest of his life
healing others and attuning them to the
Reiki energy.

Reiki is learned by being attuned
to the energy by a Reiki teacher. These
people are usually referred to as Reiki
Masters, but westerners do not in general
understand the concept of the student/
Master relationship as it is understood in
the east. A Master is someone who has

mastered him/herself, whose life is a
constant example to others, not someone
who has paid $10,000 and completed a
weekend workshop or trained for one

year. In the east, the Master title is not so
easily available. Either the teacher is called
Master out of respect by his/her students,
or the student is given the title Master by
his/her Master after having mastered

Reiki
&
Qigong

Reiki (pronounced Ray-Key) is a
Japanese word meaning simply ”energy”. Reiki
also refers to a system of natural healing which
was discovered and developed by a Japanese
man named Mikaomi Usui, of Kyoto, Japan,
towards the end of the nineteenth century.

“It is not a religion or
philosophy, neither does it
depend on intellectual capacity
or special ability.”
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themselves. For this reason, some Reiki
people who have trained to Mastership
level in Reiki prefer to call themselves
Reiki Teachers, including Frank Arjava
Petter, author of ”Reiki Fire”.

Some people are born with a talent
for healing, others develop the ability by
practising it, or, as is the case with Reiki,
it can be acquired by initiation. Initiation
is an ancient way of transferring energy
or knowledge that can’t be passed to
another orally. The Reiki initiation opens
a channel for the universal energy (the
“Rei-Ki”) to flow through you. Once
opened, you remain a channel for Reiki
for life, even if you never use it. However,
like Qigong, the more you use it, the more
your understanding deepens and the
stronger a channel you become. It is not

a religion or philosophy, neither does it
depend on intellectual capacity or
special ability, so anyone can easily
learn. It is simply passed on from
teacher to student.

Reiki was brought to the west
by a Hawaiian woman named Hawayo

Takaia in the late 1930’s. She had travelled
to Japan seeking healing for a tumour,
gallstones and appendicitis. In four
months, after daily Reiki treatments in a
Reiki clinic run by a Dr. Hayashi, she was
completely healed. Dr. Hayashi was a
student of Mikaomi Usui. She was so

impressed by her healing with Reiki that
she begged Dr. Hayashi to initiate her.

He refused, explaining that Reiki
was Japanese and could not be

taught to an outsider. Takata persisted
and eventually Hayashi relented. He
initiated her as a Reiki Master in 1938, but
it is now believed he didn’t pass on the

full energy of the Reiki system. After all,
she was not only a foreigner, but a woman
too. Takata in turn granted twenty-two
Masterships before her death in 1980.
These people too have spread Reiki across

the west, so that now there are
literally thousands of Reiki
Masters. However it must
follow that if Takata didn’t
receive the full initiation, she
couldn’t pass it on to her
students. Therefore all those
that have come after aren’t
working with the full power
either. Fortunately this
realisation crossed the mind of
a woman who took the Reiki
initiation in 1983. Her name is
Kathleen Milner, and after a
series of consciousness-raising
journeys similar to Usui’s on
Mount Kurama, she retrieved
the full initiation procedure into
Reiki. To safeguard it and
distinguish it from the Reiki
already being practised, she
trademarked it and called it
”Tera-Mai” Reiki.

Reiki is learned in three
stages, or degrees. The first
degree attunes you to the
energy and you are shown hand
position’s for passing the
energy to yourself and others,
animals, plants or anything that
needs healing. For many people
this first degree is enough, for
once you have been attuned to
the energy it is with you for life
and you can use it anytime. The
second degree involves another
attunement, which increases the
amount of energy flowing
through you, and you are
taught healing symbols which
further empower the healing
energy you are channelling. The
third degree is the Mastership
training, which involves the
most powerful attunement of
all. You are shown how to pass
the initiations to others, enabling
you to teach Reiki aswell as heal
with it.

Qigong and Reiki work
well together in a therapeutic
way, as you can teach simple
Qigong exercises to your clients
thus empowering them to take
a hand in their recovery.
Hopefully, they will notice the benefits
of their regular Qigong practice and want
to learn more! Learning Reiki and Qigong

is a wonderful way to help you and others
to live healthier, stronger, happier lives

by JohnSpinetto

“It is not a religion or
philosophy, neither does it
depend on intellectual capacity
or special ability.”
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24 Step Simplified Taijiquan
This form of

simplified taijiquan was
created as a means to
promote taijiquan to the
general public. It has
been promoted
throughout China and
the world by the Chinese
government, and is now
practised by millions of
people.

Its movements are
based on Yang Style
taijiquan and they have
been chosen to make
learning easier for
complete beginners, but
at the same time give
them a taste of real taiji
and to benefit in terms of
promoting their health.

aijiquanSimplified Taijiquan Simplified Taijiquan Simplified Taijiquan

Simplified Taijiquan Simplified TaijiquanSimplified Taijiquan Simplifi

Starting Position

Parting the Wild Horse’s Mane

Fig 1 Fig 2 Fig 3 Fig 4 Fig 5

Fig 6 Fig 7 Fig 8 Fig 9

Fig 10 Fig 11 Fig 12 Fig 13 Fig 114

Fig 15 Fig 16 Fig 17 Fig 18 Fig 19
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Simplified Taijiquan

“The good thingabout WingChun is that you
do not need a lot of space. You can even do it
in a telephone box!”

I remember hearing a very enthusiastic
student say this, and at the time I could
not help laughing a little. However, a

good thing about Wing Chun is that you do
not need a lot of space and in fact, you can
do it balanced on a small table!

Now you may think I have been
watching too many movies (and to be fair I
have seen my share of them), but
this type of training is actually very
clever, and if you can do it well
then your Wing Chun is definitely
a very good level.

Many of you may have
seen Chi Sau (sticking hands)
performed blindfolded. This
exercise shows how sensitive and
how good a person’s footwork is.
Without the aid of their eyes the
WingChun practitionersmust feel
what is going on and be able to
avoid their partner’s attacks with
good technique. The worse thing
you can do when you cannot see
is use brute force.

This training is very good,
but to be honest, if you are
sensitive and do not rely on your
eyesanyway thenit doesnot make
that much difference. Actually,
when you try it, treat it exactly the
same as normal Chi Sau, then you will find
there is not that much difference.

Personally, I find training Chi Sau
training ona tablemuch more interesting and
useful. Why trainChi Sau on a table? Training
on a table greatly limits the amount of space
you have. Not only can your partner hit you,
he or she can also push or pull you off the
table. To avoid this happening to you, your
positions must be very accurate and your use
of energy must be very controlled.

When training on the floor, you can
move and step in many directions to avoid
your opponent’s attacks and release his

energy (the force of his strikes). This means
the amount of energy you need to apply can
be very little. When you are on the table you
do not have the option of moving back to
release the pressure. You can avoid the
pressure, but only up to a certain point, then
you havetouse someenergy tomaintain your
position when stationary and when moving.
The energy you use should be applied from
your wholestance, not only fromyour arms.
This energy (or strength) you use is more

internal and you can apply it in varying
degrees or strength very quickly and can also
stop itquickly. If the energy you useis correct,
then you can remain relaxed and sensitive.

When you start to train on the table
it is important to remember what you are
doing. Often less experienced people forget
all their WingChun and begin trying to shove
each other off the table and this looks very
ugly and you should avoid it. It is still Chi
Sau, and Chi Sau is not a fight or a contest.
Also, if you find you are starting to fall, then
it is best to jump down to avoid hurting
yourself or your partner.

You should start to roll arms then
start to play as you would normally. You will
quickly find out what you can still do and
what you cannot. The lack of space can be

very disconcerting at first, but with time
you will get used to it. What is most
noticable, is that this training highlights
your basics a great deal. Any mistakes that
youmight havebeen ableto ‘getaway with’
before won’t be so easy to cover up, and
so you have to correct yourself. If you are
not accurate enough you will be ‘hit’, if
your reactions are not quick enough you
will also be hit or pushed off. If you panic
or over-react, then you will lose you
balance and fall off.

If your opponent is using a lot of
strength, then you will haveto ‘let this go’.
However, you will haveto usethe smallest
and most efficient way of doing this
otherwise you will be pushed off.

As your opponent starts to press
forward, you will need to turn to avoid
hisstrength. Your turning must be smooth
and allow your weight to shift smoothly
from one leg to the other. Sometimes you
will have to turn and shift all your weight
onto one leg. To do this you will have to

sink down onto that leg a little. This sinking
will allow you a little more room to move
and help to maintain the distance between
your body and your elbow, and althoughit is
only a very small amount, it is often enough.
This though requires good strong legs.

When you train on the table just
remember to follow correct Wing Chun
principles. If you can do this you will learn a
great deal and have a lot of fun. When you
get back down on to terra firma, you find
your Chi Sau is more compact, correct and
accurate

byDarryl Moy

You might be relieved to find out that this is not
another article about how to hold your rice bowl and eat
your dim sum. No this article is about a very special type of
Wing Chun training.

GOOD TABLE MANNERS.

The late Master Wong Shun Leung
showing impeccable table manners.
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“Staff strikes in a whole piece and the spear hits
in a straight line”

This poem describes the principle of the staff
and the spear. The spear and the staff are the kings of
the long weapons, although other weapons like the sword
and the broadsword are more popular. This is because
their use is more varied covering different distances.
However, today the staff is a more convenient weapon.
Just carrying one to and fromclass is easier as hardly anyone
will look at you and most would not even notice you were
carrying it, but if you were carrying a sword, then the
police would definitely look at you and will ask you why
you are carrying it.

Although it is a long weapon, the staff is short
compared to a pole. However in Chinese a staff and a pole
are both called ‘Kwun’, short or long are both the same. A shorter
kwun is sometimes called a “Two Head Kwun”, this is because you
can use both ends to attack and defend. It is also called an “Eyebrow
High Kwun”. Thus its length is the same distance from your feet to
your eyebrows. They can sometimes be a little shorter or a little
longer, though it should not be higher than your head or shorter
than your mouth. If it were, it would not be right for the way it is
used.

A long Kwun (pole) is usually about seven, eight even nine
feet long. This is called a “Single Head Kwun” because you only use
one end. You cannot use the other end as it is too long. To use a long
kwun you need more energy. Sometimes you only use it on one side
the left or the right, you cannot change round as it would be too
dangerous. Therefore the applications of the long pole are different
to those of the shorter staff. For the pole you need to be very strong
and grounded with strong legs. For the staff you need to be more

Shaolin
Damo
Staff

“Doing the staff will help
to correct bad posture
particularly with the back
and spine.”
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treat my staff as if it is my friend. I play with it rotating it one way and
then the other, with one hand, then two hands, walking forwards
and backwards. Sometimes you can make up your own ways of playing
with it, and after a while your staff while be like your friend and
when you use it you will feel very comfortable.

When you begin to practise with the staff, you do not start
by learning the form. At first you learn
how to spin the staff individually.

The first exercise is very simple.
Standing still, you use two hands to spin
the staff clockwise and anticlockwise. Then
you move onto spinning the staff in front
and behind you. This is done by starting to
spin the staff in front of you in one hand,
then passing it to the other and turning
round so that it spins behind you, before
turning round again, passing it to the other
hand and spinning it in front of you. This
is repeated until you can spin the staff and
turn in a smooth continuous movement.

After this you combine this
movement with stepping, moving forwards
and backwards and changing fromone hand
to the other. Then, step by step, you can
do a whole circle, running and jumping and
youwill like the staff more and more. Once
you pick up your staff you will feel very
happy.

When practising the staff there are
many techniques which you can use:
hitting, breaking, circling, scooping,
sweeping, covering, rotating, pointing,
shooting, blocking, spinning and stopping.

In all there are twelve techniques. Different forms have different
movements, but all are based on the same techniques.

With the staff, beginners need to understand how to use the
body and the staff together. This involves a lot of co-ordination. To
study the staff you do not have to be big or strong, you need to
consider flexibility and co-ordination more. Each movement relates
to energy and posture. Doing the staff will help to correct bad posture
particularly with the back and spine. You will find your energy is
raised up and your spirit is high.

When you are familiar with the form and can do it without
thinking, you should concentrate on the Qi and how to use the energy
and the staff together. This is the same for other weapons as well and
it makes the weapon come alive.

In China’s history, the Shaolin staff is the most famous
weapon, you could almost say the staff comes from Shaolin Temple.

In the Tang Dynasty, thirteen monks saved the Tang Emperor
when he was captured by the enemy and thrown into prison. The
Shaolin monks fought the enemy army with their staffs, even though
the enemy had more powerful weapons. Also during the Ming
Dynasty Shaolin was ordered by the emperor to send monks to fight
Japanese pirates who were hijacking Chinese ships and attacking
people. Again Shaolin sent monks armed with staffs.

During the Tang, Song and Ming Dynasties, Shaolin always
had many monks who were trained like an army so they could protect
the country when they were needed.

For the monks, the staff was the most common and useful
weapon. However staff training is not only for self-defence. It is also
very good for improving your health, particularly the posture and
the balance of the mind
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flexible and lighter. When you are using it you even sometimes need
to kick, tumble, jump using a lot of high and low movements. So the
pole is stronger and is more Yang; and the staff, which is lighter,
belongs more to Yin. In fact all weapons usually have both Yin and
Yang ways of developing.

I have been studying the Damo Staff for over ten years with
my teacher Master Wu Chun Yuen. He
is a very talented teacher who has a very
gentle nature. He is very good with the
spear, nine-section whip, Spring and
Autumn Big Sword, double sword and
double broadsword. He is also very
good at bare hands forms. He can do
them all very well even now when he is
seventy years old! He is healthy and
flexible and he can do things not many
other masters can do at his age.

He practises everyday for at
least three hours in the morning. Then
he goes home and watches a little
television. In the afternoon he has a nap
and in the evening he goes out and flies
his Chinese kites. Almost everyday he
repeats his routine, unless he has
something special he needs to do.

You can see many famous
masters that reach fifty to sixty years of
age who hardly ever exercise everyday
and even have health problems. For
some of them their environment does
not allow them to do the things they
like everyday. For others their exercises
are too difficult for them now they are
older. Some are even a little lazy and think they are good enough and
they do not need to practise that much, they just enjoy being a master
and being respected by other people.

I always think that when a skill is good you should be able to
practise it even when you are old and that it is not only for young
people. Today we see a lot of wushu competitions, the performances
are very spectacular, but they are only for people under the age of
twenty and are too difficult for people older than thirty. Older or
weaker people cannot do a lot of the difficult movements.

The Damo Staff is one of my favourite weapons, this is because
it can help make your body fit and flexible. After all the training

your whole body
feels light.

To practise
the Shaolin Damo
Staff you need to
understandthe staff,
this is because
sometimes you will
use the head and
other times you use
the bottom of the

staff, you also have to know where the centre of the staff is. This is
so you can balance the staff when you are rotating it, otherwise one
side will be longer than the other and feel heavy which can be quite
uncomfortable during training.

For beginners who have never practised the staff before it is
better to start to play with the staff everyday and become familiar
with it. You should treat it like a friend. Many people who practise
feel awkward, this is because they treat their staff like a stranger. I

“Doing the staff will help
to correct bad posture
particularlywith the back


